
For the older generation, thoughts of negativity—as well as a 
general sense of hopelessness—are conveyed whenever there is 
talk about social inequality. With social injustices on the rise, those 
individuals within the younger generation are beginning to take 
notice. One individual in particular is Hood College alum DeVon Tucker. 
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LTT has also sponsored a canned food drive for the Center of 
Frederick Maryland Food Bank, which had such a great turn-out, 
the organization plans to sponsor another in 2014.

Open to the public, LTT members are not just sanctioned to 
Frederick. What started with 620 on-campus members has grown 
to nearly 2,000 with the help of supporters. If you or someone 
you would like to volunteer or show your support, visit the Last 
Train of Thought Facebook Page.

LTT Today

Tucker, a 2012 graduate from Westchester, New York—
who felt provoked by said injustices in society—decided 
to take a stand in 2011 and created a campus-wide 
group: Last Train of Thought (LTT). 

“I was sitting on my bed, thinking…about all the injustice that 
is going on in society and how so many people are unhappy as a 
result. Hearing people talk about the problems facing society and 
how they want change just made me ask the question, ‘What are 
you going to do to [create] change?’,” says Tucker. 

Beginning his initiative by talking to friends on campus about how 
they felt about the world around them, Tucker encouraged them 
to really think about things that they normally wouldn’t, such as 
the War on Terrorism. Those individuals that spoke with Tucker 
began to speaking to their friends and so on and so forth. As the 
number of those interested grew, a Facebook group was created 
in order to further spread the message of LTT. In two weeks, 
the number of members went from a handful to a staggering six-
hundred and twenty.

Two years since its inception, LTT has grown from a few 
signatures on a piece of paper to a full-fledged organization. In 
their quest to make change, LTT continues to branch outside of 
Hood, joining forces with organizations such as the Center for 
Poverty to the Child Advocacy Center. 

In the last year the group held a coat drive with the local church 
and Center for Poverty, collecting over 200 coats, and sponsored 
a Child Abuse Awareness Concert, giving the proceeds to the 
Child Advocacy Center. 

The group’s description states: “Last Train of Thought (LTT) is 
a social change initiative directed at solving local issues through 
local media, addressing nationwide and global issues, and 
inspiring all people to be politically aware and active in the world 
at large.” That being said,in order to keep themselves well-versed 
on ongoing issues—not only in America, but in other countries 
as well—members frequently post videos of news segments and 
discussions and voice their opinions and thoughts freely. 

 
According to Tucker, “Our quest is to inform and challenge the 
thinking of America today, while simultaneously infusing morality into 
our culture. We want to create awareness throughout our generation; 
the generation for change. In order to change our American cities and 
our American nation, we must first change ourselves and thus…we 
need to first educate ourselves.”
 
When it initially began, members of LTT volunteered at the Boys & 
Girls Club in Frederick, Maryland,  and visited neighboring elementary 
and middle schools to discuss the importance of learning about other 
cultures and the advantages of obtaining a college education. The 
hope was that children of such an impressionable age, would see the 
members of LTT as people whom they could identify with and want to 
follow in their footsteps.
As stated by Tucker, “once we can all learn to appreciate each other 
for who we are and where we came from, we can then start to work 
together effectively and efficiently as American citizens in order to 
achieve maximum peace and prosperity.”

Something LTT plans to accomplish, one step at a time.

Tucker and Judge Robert M. Bell
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